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Abstract 1 

Retention behavior of a flexible barrier in mitigating a granular flow is still an open 2 

problem not fully understood, especially due to the complexity of the granular material 3 

and the flexible barrier. Understanding the retention mechanism and quantifying the 4 

influencing factors of retention efficiency are desirable for optimizing the design and 5 

minimizing the maintenance cost of a debris-resisting flexible barrier. In this paper, a 6 

numerical model, based on the discrete element method, is presented, calibrated, and 7 

validated to analyze the interaction between a granular flow and a flexible net. A full-8 

scale numerical simulation is first performed to compare with a large-scale physical 9 

modeling test in the literature and validate the applied parameters in the simulation. The 10 

interaction and deposition characteristics of the granular flow interacting with a flexible 11 

net are revealed. Afterwards, parametric study is performed to investigate the effects of 12 

the internal friction angle (φ) of debris material and the relative mesh size of flexible 13 

net on the retention efficiency and clogging mechanism of a flexible barrier. The 14 

simulation results illustrate that the particle passing ratio (P) increases with increment 15 

of the friction angle of particles and enlargement of the mesh size of a flexible net. Both 16 

parameters have critical effects on the retention efficiency of a flexible barrier in 17 

intercepting a granular flow. Therefore, the friction angle and the particle size 18 

distribution (PSD) characteristics of the debris material are suggested being used for 19 

optimization of the mesh size and more efficient design of debris-resisting flexible 20 

barriers. 21 

Keywords: Discrete element method; Flexible barrier; Retention efficiency; Granular 22 
flow 23 

  24 



1. Introduction 25 

Gravity-driven flows of grain-fluid mixtures with free upper surfaces are common 26 

geomorphologic phenomena in mountainous regions, which can impose serious threats 27 

to human lives, properties and the infrastructure (Crosta et al. 2001; Cui et al. 2019; 28 

Sidle and Chigira 2011; Guo and Cui 2020; Hu et al. 2012). Flexible barriers have been 29 

increasingly utilized to prevent those geohazards (Guasti et al. 2011; Song et al. 2018). 30 

Compared to conventional rigid concrete check dams, flexible barriers are efficient in 31 

impact energy absorption, adaptable to various natural terrains, and friendly to eco-32 

environment (Volkwein et al. 2015). A typical flexible barrier mainly consists of a 33 

flexible net, supporting structures, and foundations. The dynamic loads of a granular 34 

flow first impose on the flexible net, then transfer to the supporting structures, finally 35 

to the foundation (Volkwein 2014).  36 

 37 

In the research of geohazard mitigation, large-scale physical modeling tests are 38 

preferred by researchers for discovering the interaction characteristics by reproducing 39 

impact loads comparable to real events (Bugnion et al. 2012; Iverson et al. 1992). 40 

However, based on our experience, a well-prepared physical modeling experiment for 41 

granular flow research requires a large-scale experiment facility, a comprehensive 42 

dynamic monitoring system, and a long period for preparing massive experiment 43 

materials (normally more than several tones), which are extremely time-consuming and 44 

environment-impacting. Numerical simulation, as a potential alternative, provides a 45 

useful supplement for systematically investigating the behavior of each component of 46 

the research system and quantitatively assessing different influencing parameters 47 

(Albaba et al. 2017; Cui et al. 2017; Gao and Meguid 2018). The numerical models for 48 



the study of granular flow interacting with a flexible barrier are mainly based on finite 49 

element method (FEM) (Volkwein 2014; Kwan et al. 2014; Koo et al. 2017; Leonardi 50 

et al. 2016) or discrete element method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack 1979; Li and Zhao 51 

2018; Albaba et al. 2017; Leonardi et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2020). Compared to FEM, 52 

which is appropriate for simulating continuous medium, DEM is more suitable for 53 

modeling the system where large relative displacements may occur owning to its 54 

inherent advantage in describing the behavior of granular materials. DEM has been 55 

utilized and developed in the past few decades for modeling granular flows (Zhou and 56 

Ng 2010; Teufelsbauer et al. 2011; Cui et al. 2018) and the interaction with flexible 57 

barriers (Hearn 1992; Bourrier et al. 2015; Li and Zhao 2018). Calvetti et al. (2017) 58 

conducted DEM simulations to investigate the influencing factors of the maximum 59 

impact force imposed by a granular flow on a rigid obstacle. Marchelli et al. (2019) 60 

analyzed the interaction of dry granular flows with silt dams and assessed the retention 61 

efficiency of a silt dam embedding an outlet with the help of DEM. However, few 62 

studies have focused on the retention efficiency of a flexible barrier intercepting a 63 

granular flow. The design of flexible nets should be optimized to properly trap 64 

hazardous boulders, tree trunks, large debris, but allow small particles and slurry pass 65 

through to increase the retention efficiency and reduce the burden of cleaning the filled 66 

barrier. Wendeler and Volkwein (2015) concluded from laboratory tests that a good 67 

retention ratio can be reached when the mesh size of the flexible net is equal to d90 (90% 68 

of the sample's mass is comprised of particles with a diameter less than this value) of 69 

the debris material. Huo et al. (2018) concluded that the mesh size of a flexible barrier 70 

is a significant parameter for enhancing the functionality of retaining granular flows. 71 

Tan et al. (2019) found that passing-through of a certain percentage of debris material 72 

can reduce the impact force on the flexible barrier. However, drawing useful 73 



conclusions from the results of numerical and experimental studies remains difficult 74 

but essential. Researches on the retention mechanism of flexible nets and the 75 

influencing factors, such as the mesh size of the flexible barrier and the internal friction 76 

angle of the debris materials, on the retention efficiency are still lacking.  77 

 78 

The main objectives of this study are to investigate the retention mechanism of a 79 

granular flow with a flexible barrier including the clogging mechanism of particles 80 

behind the mesh openings and the influencing factors of debris retention efficiency. To 81 

realistically reflect the interaction and retention behavior of a granular flow, the data of 82 

a large-scale granular flow impact test in the literature (Tan et al. 2018) are used to 83 

calibrate and validate the numerical model established in this study. Basic parameters 84 

of particles in the simulation are elaborated based on the element tests of the granular 85 

material. Reliability of the numerical model is assessed by comparing the retention 86 

behavior of a full-scale simulation with the physical modeling test. Afterwards, the 87 

validated numerical model is used to investigate the influences of the friction angle of 88 

debris material and the mesh size of a flexible net on the retention efficiency and the 89 

clogging mechanism of granular flow interacting with a meshing net.  90 

 91 

2. Numerical model setup 92 

In this study, the DEM tool is adopted to simulate both the granular flow and the flexible 93 

barrier, which is modified from the software EDEM (www.edemsimulation.com). The 94 

numerical model tests were conducted using a workstation with the Intel i9-9900k 95 

processor. DEM explains the interaction between particles by solving the Newton’s 96 

equation governing the translational and rotational motions of particles in the 97 



computational system. The sum of forces of a particle i consists of the gravity force and 98 

the contact forces with other particles: 99 
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where Fi is the sum of forces for particle i, 34
3i i im rρ π=  is the mass of particle i with 101 

the density ρi and the radius ri, N is the number of the contacts on particle i, Fij is the 102 

contact force between particle i and particle j. 103 

 104 

In the simulation, the contact force can be decomposed into the friction force (Ff,ij), the 105 

contact forces in the normal direction (Fn,ij) and the tangential direction (Ft,ij): 106 

 , , ,ij n ij t ij f ijF F F F= + +  (2) 107 

The contact model is shown in Figure 1. From this figure, the contact forces (Fn,ij, Ft,ij) 108 

are calculated following the Hertzian–Mindlin contact law by using the springs of 109 

stiffness, kn and kt, and the damping elements of constants, an and at. The friction force 110 

(Ff,ij) is calculated using a Coulomb-like criterion with a constant coefficient of sliding 111 

friction, μs.  112 

 113 

2.1 DEM modeling principles for granular flow and flexible barrier 114 

In this study, granular flow is simulated by spherical particle assembly as a compromise 115 

to computational efficiency. It is known that spherical particles cannot perfectly 116 

replicate the flow and deposition behavior of real irregular grains (Iverson 2015). To 117 

overcome this drawback, rolling resistance (μr) is added to the contact model (Girolami 118 



et al. 2012; Li et al. 2018; Marchelli et al. 2019). The rolling friction is expressed by 119 

generating a torque (Mi) to the contact point of a particle (Girolami et al. 2012): 120 

 r
i r n i

r

M F rωµ
ω

=  (3) 121 

where μr is the coefficient of the rotation friction; Fn is the normal force; ωr is the 122 

angular velocity vector objective at the contact surface; ri is the distance between the 123 

center of the mass and the contact point. 124 

 125 

The described contact model is used to update the position and orientation of each 126 

particle in the calculation domain at the given time step. The Young’s Modulus and the 127 

Poisson’s ratio of the particles are determined referring to the literature (Zhu et al. 2019). 128 

The friction coefficients (μs and μr) are calibrated by the element sliding tests, which 129 

will be described in the following section.  130 

 131 

The flexible barrier is simulated by a modified method for DEM originated from the 132 

built-in bonding model in EDEM. Discrete particles with remote parallel bonds were 133 

originally used for modeling rockfall-resisting wire mesh fence (Nicot et al. 2001; 134 

Bertrand et al. 2008; Thoeni et al. 2013). Nowadays, this method has also been adopted 135 

to simulate the flexible net of a more complicated debris-resisting flexible barrier (Li 136 

and Zhao 2018). To study the retention behavior, a flexible mesh net is simulated by 137 

the following steps: 138 

(a) A real rhombus wire mesh net has been digitalized to provide a reference for the 139 

arrangement of the net (see Figure 2a). Pre-arranged particles are used to replace the 140 

cylindrical mesh wire for simulating its contact with granular particles with a center-141 



to-center distance of 15 mm. The diameter and density of the particles are referring 142 

to the parameters of the flexible mesh net in the flexible debris-mitigation system. 143 

(b)  A remote contact referring to a virtual bar-like “glue bond” is used to connect two 144 

neighboring net particles, as shown in Figure 2b. This bond has no weight but can 145 

sustain normal and tangential forces (Fn, Ft) and moments (Mn, Mt) (Potyondy and 146 

Cundall 2004). By utilizing this type of bond, the simulated flexible barrier can 147 

sustain large deformation similar to a real flexible mesh net. 148 

 149 

3. Calibration of parameters 150 

Key parameters need to be calibrated before processing numerical modeling 151 

simulations. The contact model on the frictional properties of the granular mass is 152 

investigated, which establishes a link to the flowing parameters of natural debris 153 

material. The internal friction coefficients (μs and μr) of the debris material and the basal 154 

friction coefficient between the granular material and the slope base (μs,c) are calibrated 155 

by reproducing simple tests recommended in the literature (Hutter and Koch 1991; 156 

Zhou et al. 2014). It is difficult to simulate a real-scale granular flow using particles of 157 

original diameters due to the high calculation cost of DEM in simulating a massive 158 

number of particles. Reasonable amplifications for both particle diameter and mesh size 159 

are applied in this study to increase calculation efficiency. In order to realistically 160 

reflect the flow and retention behavior of the granular flow in the large-scale physical 161 

modeling test, necessary calibration tests of the modified simulation system are 162 

conducted. Basic parameters of the amplified particles, such as the internal friction 163 

angle and the friction coefficient with the slope base, are first calibrated using the results 164 

of the element tests of real debris material. Moreover, appropriate amplification factors 165 

for the particles and the mesh size of the flexible net are determined by calibration tests 166 



to guarantee that the simplified simulation system can replicate the retention 167 

characteristics of the real-scale particle-net system. 168 

 169 

3.1 Calibration of friction coefficient by conical sand-piling test 170 

Hutter and Koch (1991) identified the angle of repose of the cone pile as the internal 171 

angle of friction (φ) of granular material. Simple conical sand-piling test was performed 172 

to determine the angle of friction by pouring granular material on a rough surface 173 

(Hutter and Koch 1991; Miura et al. 1997; Zhou et al. 2014). The test follows three 174 

simple steps: (a) fill granular material into a PVC tube (length: 1.5 m, diameter:0.2 m); 175 

(b) lift the tube gradually and let the granular particles freely pile on the rough ground 176 

surface to form a cone. The angle of repose can be measured from the side view 177 

photograph of the cone (see Figure 3) by averaging the angles of the shoulders (φ1, φ2) 178 

and the angle calculated from the cone shape ( )3 arctan H Bϕ = . Repeated tests 179 

were conducted to obtain reliable results. Using this method, the measured angle of 180 

repose for the granular material is 30°. The same process is replicated using the DEM 181 

model to calibrate the sliding friction coefficient (μs) and rolling friction coefficient (μr) 182 

of the amplified particles in the simulation system, and the simulation results are 183 

obtained when the residual kinetic energy vanishes. By simulating the sand-piling tests 184 

with different friction coefficients, the corresponding friction coefficients for specific 185 

friction angles are obtained in Table 1. Those parameters will be used in the following 186 

sections for parametric study. 187 

 188 

3.2 Calibration of interface friction coefficient by column sliding test 189 



The interface friction coefficients are calibrated by the column sliding test (Zhou et al. 190 

2014). A short PVC tube (height: 0.1 m, diameter: 0.2 m) was filled by granular 191 

particles on a steel plate with a similar roughness as the slope base, as shown in Figure 192 

4a. The PVC tube was lifted 5 mm up to avoid the contact between the tube and the 193 

basal plate. The test was started by tilting the steel plate gradually. Meanwhile, a gentle 194 

push was imposed on the column in the sliding direction until the tube starts to slide 195 

continuously. The final tilting angle for continuous sliding of the column was measured 196 

as the interface friction angle between the granular material and the slope base. Three 197 

tests were repeated to obtain reliable data. For the material and slope base in this study, 198 

the measured interface friction angle is 21°. This test procedure is replicated in the 199 

numerical model to calibrate the interface friction coefficients of the simulated particles, 200 

as shown in Figure 4b, c, d. The calibrated parameters of the steel plate are also adopted 201 

to define the frictional contact between the granular material and the flexible net 202 

considering the similar properties of metallic material. The calibrated friction 203 

coefficients are listed in Table 2.  204 

 205 

3.3 Calibration of the amplification factors for particles and mesh size  206 

Two simplifications are adopted to increase the calculation efficiency of the DEM 207 

simulation. First, the particles are categorized into four groups by the diameter (see 208 

Figure 5). Second, the mesh size of the flexible net is amplified 1.5 times from 50 mm 209 

to 75 mm for less barrier particles and bonds. To validate those simplifications, the 210 

Uniformity coefficient (Cu), Coefficient of gradation (Cc), and sorting coefficient of 211 

simulation are calculated and compared with the large-scale experiments to indicate the 212 

similarity, as listed in Table 3. Moreover, the amplification factor of the particles is 213 



determined by comparing the simulation results of the real-size particle-net system with 214 

the amplified system using a scale-down simulation domain. The scale-down domain 215 

contains a small-scale channel with the width of 0.5 m and a segment of net with the 216 

dimension of 0.5 m×0.5 m. Simulations are performed to calibrate the amplification 217 

factor of the particle system by comparing the retention behavior of the amplified 218 

particle-net system with the real-size system. To quantify the retention efficiency of the 219 

flexible net, the Particle Passing Ratio (P) is introduced to quantify the percentage of 220 

the passing particles, which can be written as: 221 

   100%p

t

m
P

m
= ×  (4) 222 

where mp is the mass of the leaked granular particles, and mt is the total mass of the 223 

granular flow. 224 

 225 

Results of the calibration tests are plotted in Figure 6, which shows that the appropriate 226 

amplification factors of the particle system and the flexible net are 1.8 and 1.5, 227 

respectively. 228 

 229 

4. Simulation process and results of full-scale calibration test  230 

A full-scale DEM simulation is performed to validate the calibrated parameters by 231 

replicating a large-scale physical modeling test presented in the literature (Tan et al. 232 

2018). The gravel mass and the geometries in the simulation are kept the same with the 233 

physical modeling test. Generation of the granular particles follows the particle size 234 

distribution characteristics of the granular material in the physical modeling test. As 235 



mentioned in the above section, the particles are categorized into four groups by the 236 

diameter, and the mesh size of the flexible net as well as the particle system are 237 

amplified 1.5 times and 1.8 times, respectively, to increase calculation efficiency. 238 

 239 

4.1 Model setup for granular mixture and flexible barrier 240 

The granular assembly is generated in a storage tank located at the upper end of the 241 

slope with the front door closed. Particles with a total mass of 6000 kg are generated in 242 

a cubic pattern above the storage tank obeying the predefined categorizing rule. The 243 

“sand pluviation technique” is utilized in the material preparation process for unifying 244 

the bulk density (Iqbal 2012). In the large-scale experiments, the door flipped up in a 245 

short period to avoid the interference to the initiated debris flow with the assistance of 246 

an original door-opening system (Tan et al. 2020). To simplify the fast door-opening 247 

process, the door is set to be removed by virtualizing the front surface in the numerical 248 

simulation after the particles are generated and settled. The model setups of a granular 249 

mixture and a flexible mesh net located at the lower end of an inclined slope are 250 

illustrated in Figure 7. The dimensions of the simulation geometries are marked in this 251 

figure, which are kept the same with the physical modeling facility in Tan et al. (2018). 252 

Since this study mainly focuses on the retention efficiency of a flexible barrier, the 253 

parameters of the connecting bond between particles are referring to the calibrated data 254 

in Li and Zhao (2018), and the critical stress which representing the strength of the 255 

flexible net is set relatively high to guarantee that the net is unbreakable under the 256 

impacts of a granular flow. Table 4 summarizes the adopted parameters for the 257 

particulate granular mixture and the flexible mesh net together with the controlling 258 

parameters of the DEM simulation.  259 



 260 

4.2 Results of the full-scale numerical simulation 261 

The flow and interaction behavior of the simulated granular flow are compared with 262 

the granular flow impact test (Test 1) presented in Tan et al. (2018). Figure 8a compares 263 

the particle passing ratio in the simulation with the value in the large-scale experiment 264 

for calibrating the debris retention behavior of particles in the simulation. It shows that 265 

the trapped particles by the flexible net can settle down and form a stable deposition 266 

dam within 2 seconds, and the particle passing ratios in the simulation and the large-267 

scale test are both around 1.7%. The identical particle passing ratio during impact 268 

process in the full-scale simulation test shows that the numerical model can well reflect 269 

the interaction behavior between granular flow and flexible net. The interaction 270 

characteristics at typical times are plotted in Figure 8b. To be constant with the time in 271 

the physical modeling test, the starting time of impact is set to 0 s in the figures plotting 272 

the simulation results. When the granular flow initially impacts on the flexible barrier, 273 

the majority of particles are trapped by the flexible mesh net, and a small proportion of 274 

particles pass the flexible barrier through the mesh openings. Afterwards, the trapped 275 

particles settle down and form a triangle deposition zone, while the unstable particles 276 

still can slowly leak from the mesh openings. With deposition of the granular flow, the 277 

interface between the granular material and the flexible barrier enlarges gradually, 278 

which accelerates leakage of particles at this stage. During the growth of the deposition 279 

wedge, the granular front moves on the top surface of the deposition wedge and losses 280 

its velocity gradually due to the inter-layer friction. The belated granular flow deposits 281 

behind the dead zone instead of directly impacting on the flexible barrier. From Figure 282 

8, it can be concluded that the interaction behavior and the passing-through 283 

characteristics of a granular flow impacting on a flexible net in the numerical simulation 284 



fit well with the observation and measurement in the physical modeling test. Figure 9 285 

further compares the lateral displacement and the deposition height in the simulation 286 

with the large-scale experiment to quantitatively calibrate the stiffness of the flexible 287 

barrier and the deposition behavior of particles in simulation. In Figure 9a, the flexible 288 

net first has a large deformation under consecutive impacts of a granular flow in the 289 

first second, which is mainly due to rearrangement and contacts of rings in the primary 290 

net. As a comparison, the lateral deformation of the flexible net in simulation increases 291 

linearly with the impact time because the flexible mesh net does not behave as a discrete 292 

ring net. Even though, the total deformations in simulation and in large-scale 293 

experiment are similar. In Figure 9b, the deposition height of particles in simulation 294 

shows an identical trend with the large-scale experiment. The illustrated comparison 295 

results validate that the established numerical model and the calibrated parameters can 296 

be utilized to further investigate the retention mechanism of a granular flow interacting 297 

with a flexible mesh net.  298 

 299 

5. Parametric study of influencing factors for debris retention 300 

There are some key factors that could affect the debris retention behavior of debris 301 

material during the interaction of a granular flow with a flexible net, e.g. friction angle, 302 

mesh size of a flexible net, shape of openings, and slope angle. Among those 303 

influencing factors, friction angle (φ) and relative mesh size, which represent the shear 304 

strength of debris material and the debris retention ability of flexible mesh net, 305 

respectively, are of great importance and can provide a valuable reference for the design 306 

of debris-resisting flexible barriers. Therefore, parametric study is performed for two 307 

important influencing factors: the friction angle and the relative mesh size of a flexible 308 



net. Correspondingly, two groups of simulation tests are performed and analyzed, as 309 

shown in Table 5. The geometries in the simulations are kept the same with the full-310 

scale simulation test. Since conducting a full-scale DEM simulation is extremely time-311 

consuming, the particle amount in the parametric study is halved, and the height of the 312 

flexible barrier is also reduced to 2/3 of the original one to make sure that the particles 313 

can fill the flexible barrier and present a similar flow behavior with the full-scale 314 

simulation test. The results of the parametric study are presented and analyzed in the 315 

following sections.  316 

 317 

5.1 Influence of internal friction of debris material  318 

The friction coefficients of geophysical flows could be various. The materials of dry 319 

granular flows normally have high friction coefficients. While the friction coefficients 320 

of saturated debris flows are relatively low due to the friction inhibiting effects of pore 321 

fluid pressure (Chen and Lee 2000). Marchelli et al. (2019) suggested that debris 322 

material has a relatively low angle of repose down to 10 degree due to the friction 323 

inhibiting effects of pore fluid pressure, and an angle of repose higher than 30 degree 324 

can be selected as a typical value for dry and coarse grains. Kwan (2012) also found 325 

that the equivalent friction angle of debris flow material could exceed 30 degree. 326 

Therefore, investigating the influence of internal friction angle of debris material on the 327 

retention behavior has great necessity for design of flexible barriers for mitigating 328 

geophysical flows.  329 

 330 

The influence of the friction coefficient on the impact behavior and the retention 331 

capacity of a flexible barrier is examined for a barrier with a uniform mesh size of 75 332 



mm. From the friction coefficients obtained in Section 3, the sliding frictional 333 

coefficient of granular particles is varied from 0.233 to 0.8 to represent the 334 

corresponding angle of repose from 19° to 35°. Particle passing ratio v.s. impact time 335 

for debris flows with various angles of repose is plotted in Figure 10a. Notably, a lower 336 

friction coefficient generally leads to a higher particle passing ratio. When the granular 337 

mixture has an equivalent friction angle higher than 30°, the particles can form a stable 338 

deposition dam efficiently within 2 seconds after the first contact. For the simulation of 339 

particle mixture with relatively low friction angle (19° to 24°), it took a longer time to 340 

form stable arches and clog the mesh openings, which therefore leads to a higher 341 

particle passing ratio of around 5%. Figure 10b presents the final deposition wedges of 342 

the granular particles with different friction coefficients. With the decrease of the 343 

sliding friction coefficient (μs), the deposition wedge tends to be higher and shorter, and 344 

more particles travel via the top surface of the debris deposition wedge and pass the 345 

flexible mesh net through the upper openings. Reverse segregation of the deposited 346 

particles is observed in the retention process, which has been explained by Johnson et 347 

al. (2012) using large-scale physical modeling tests and simulated by Zhou and Ng. 348 

(2010) using DEM simulations as well. Distributions of small particles and large 349 

particles along the deposition height have also been plotted in Figure 10b to quantify 350 

the reverse segregation of the deposited granular particles behind the flexible net. Due 351 

to the reverse segregation during the deposition process, small particles tend to be 352 

deposited in the flexible net initially, and large particles with higher energy are likely 353 

to pass through the upper zone of the flexible mesh net. Therefore, we suggest 354 

reinforcing the flexible mesh net in the upper section to prevent unexpected damage of 355 

the flexible barrier.  356 

 357 



 358 

5.2 Influence of barrier mesh size (75 mm, 105 mm, 135 mm, 150 mm) 359 

Mesh size of the flexible net is another important parameter that could directly affect 360 

the retention efficiency of a flexible mesh net and should be carefully optimized in the 361 

design of flexible barriers for mitigating granular flows. From the observation of the 362 

physical modeling test in the literature and the former full-scale simulation test, 363 

particles with a much smaller diameter than the mesh size still can jam the mesh 364 

openings in a short period. To investigate the influence of mesh size on the retention 365 

efficiency of a flexible barrier, flexible mesh nets with four different mesh sizes: 75 366 

mm (used in the full-scale simulation), 105 mm, 135 mm and 150 mm (flexible net and 367 

rigid netting barrier) are modelled. Five simulation tests are correspondingly performed 368 

by generating the same package of particles with the internal friction angle (φ) of 30° 369 

to impact on the flexible net with different mesh size, as shown in Table 5. A 370 

dimensionless parameter named relative mesh size (Drm) is introduced to quantify the 371 

relationship between the mesh size (dm) and the typical particle diameter (d90 as an 372 

example), which is defined as: 373 

   
90

m
rm

dD
d

=  (5) 374 

where d90 indicates that 90% of particles in the assembly have smaller diameters.  375 

The particle passing ratios with time in the simulation tests of flexible nets with 376 

different mesh sizes are plotted in Figure 11. For the simulations of the flexible nets 377 

with the mesh sizes of 75 and 105 mm (Drm equal to 1.74 and 2.44), the deposited 378 

particles clog the mesh net and settle down within 2.5 seconds from the first contact. 379 

While, the flexible net with a larger mesh size (135 mm, Drm=3.14) needs a much longer 380 



time (in 4 s) for the deposited particles to form a stable deposition zone. For the flexible 381 

barrier with the largest mesh size of 150 mm (Drm=3.49), the particles are unable to 382 

form stable arches or clog the mesh openings, and the particles pass through the mesh 383 

net consecutively. The gradual leakage of the deposited granular particles can be an 384 

efficient way to reduce the maintenance cost after trapping a granular flow. Marchelli 385 

et al. (2019) discussed the clogging mechanism of a retaining wall with an outlet and 386 

concluded that the clogging speed of particles in the outlet has a close relationship with 387 

the ratio of the outlet width to the particle diameter, which is consistent with our 388 

findings of debris-resisting flexible barriers. To study the influence of barrier flexibility 389 

on the clogging mechanism of particles interacting with barrier, a simulation test using 390 

a rigid netting barrier (RNB) with the mesh size of 150 mm is also performed. From 391 

Figure 11, it is found that the rigid barrier with larger mesh openings has a higher 392 

particle passing ratio but still can form a stable deposition dam within 3 seconds, which 393 

indicates that the mesh size could affect the particle passing ratio, and the flexibility 394 

has great influence on the clogging mechanism of particles. To further investigate this 395 

phenomenon, force chains and arches in the five tests are plotted in Figure 12. From 396 

this figure, it can be observed that the particles can form arches behind the mesh 397 

openings when the mesh size is smaller than 150 mm and the RNB with a larger mesh 398 

size (150 mm). On the other hand, the flexible net with a large mesh size (150 mm) 399 

cannot form stable arches during the impact process except the basal gap between the 400 

net and the rigid basal plate, which explains the phenomenon that the particles can pass 401 

through the meshes continuously.  402 

 403 

6. Conclusions 404 



In this study, numerical simulation offered a significant contribution to understanding 405 

the retention mechanism and, more importantly, quantifying the key influencing factors 406 

on granular flow retention of a flexible barrier as well as investigating the clogging 407 

mechanism of particles interacting with flexible mesh net and RNB. A model based on 408 

DEM has been proposed to simulate the impact process of a granular flow on a flexible 409 

mesh net. This model was validated by the data from a large-scale physical modeling 410 

experiment in the literature, and the important input parameters were calibrated by 411 

simple element tests (piling and sliding tests) of the debris material. Although the 412 

modeling process still relies on a series of simplifications, the model can address the 413 

typical impact and deposition characteristics of a real granular flow interacting with a 414 

flexible barrier by quantitatively comparing with the physical modeling test. The 415 

validated DEM model was consequently used to investigate the retention efficiency of 416 

a flexible barrier in trapping granular flows. Two typical parameters: the internal 417 

friction angle of the debris material and the relative mesh size of the flexible net were 418 

selected for characterization of retention efficiency. The results indicate that the 419 

majority of particles can be trapped by the flexible barrier when the mesh size is 3 times 420 

larger than 90% of particles or the stiffness of the flexible net is relatively high due to 421 

the clogging mechanism, which has been revealed by the force chains and arches of 422 

particles behind the mesh openings in a flexible mesh net or a RNB. Reverse 423 

segregation has also been observed during the formation of the deposition wedge. Small 424 

particles were deposited behind the barrier to form a deposition wedge first, and large 425 

particles with higher energy impacted on the upper part of the mesh net by overtopping 426 

the deposition wedge. For the flexible net with a mesh size 3.5 times larger than the d90, 427 

particles in the granular flow cannot form stable arches behind the large mesh openings 428 

but continuously leaking through the flexible mesh openings. The gradual leakage of 429 



debris can reduce the maintenance cost of cleaning the filled flexible barrier after 430 

mitigating a debris flow event. Therefore, we suggest using a flexible barrier with a 431 

large mesh size in the lower section but reinforcing the barrier in the upper section to 432 

resist the impacts from large particles, which can provide a more efficient design 433 

method to extend the service life and provide a safer protection. Researches should be 434 

progressively conducted to provide more reliable explanations and update the existing 435 

guidelines in order to define a more rational design procedure of debris-resisting 436 

flexible barriers. 437 
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Table 1. Relationship between the angle of repose of granular material and the friction 
coefficients in piling tests from DEM simulation 

μr μs Equivalent angle of repose (°) 

 
0.068 

0.233 19 

0.364 24 

0.6 30 

0.1 0.8 35 

 

  



Table 2. Parameters of calibration tests for particle amplification factor 

Test type Mesh size 
of net (mm) 

Total mass of 
particle (kg) 

Particle amplification 
factor 

Test No. 

Original particle-net 
system 

50 100 1 C1-1 

120 1 C1-2 

Amplified particle-
net system 

75 120 1.5 C2-1 

120 1.7 C2-2 

120 1.8 C2-3 

100 1.8 C2-4 

 

  



Table 3. Comparison of parameters between simulation and large-scale experiments 

 Large-scale experiment Numerical simulation 

D10 28.2 22 

D30 33 28 

D50 36.8 32.8 

D60 39 34.8 

D90 48 43 

Cu 1.38 1.58 

Cc 0.99 1.02 

 

  



Table 4. Model parameters in DEM simulations of a full-scale granular flow impact test 

 Parameter  Value 
Granular particle Density (kg/m3) 2650 

Granular-granular Young's modulus (GPa) 70  
Granular-geometry/ Granular-barrier 
Young's modulus (GPa) 

200 

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 
Restitution coefficient 0.8 
Total mass (kg) 6025 
Number of debris particles 35568 
Interparticle sliding friction coefficient μs 0.6 
Rolling friction coefficient μr 0.068 
Particle-base sliding friction coefficient μs,c 0.488 

Flexible barrier Particle diameter (m) 0.01 
Number of bonded particles for simulating 
barrier 

3310 

Number of bonds 3698 
Particle density (kg/m3) 7650 
Restitution coefficient 0.4 
Distance between neighbouring barrier 
particles (m) 

0.015 

Mesh opening size (m) 0.075 
Width of mesh net (m) 1.5 
Original height of mesh net (m) 1.45 

Simulation and 
geometric setup 

Time step (s) 1.71×10-7 
Slope channel width (m) 1.5 
Slope inclination angle (°) 35 
Slope length (m) 7 

 

  



Table 5. Groups of tests for parametric study in DEM simulations  

 Test No. Angle of repose 
φ (°) 

Mesh size (mm) 

Group 1 1-1 35  
 
 
 

75 

1-2 30 

1-3 24 

1-4 19 

Group 2 2-1  
 
 

30 

75 

2-2 105 

2-3 135 
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